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Simplify the way you monitor 
and evaluate your projects

A digital tool for organisations 
to create positive impact

Start your free trial today at www.toladata.com
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https://www.toladata.com/


Why choose TolaData? 

Your results as you need them, ready for analysis
 

1
A range of tools to make it easy for you to monitor progress over time, track
achievements against targets and disaggregate results.

Easy data collection and consolidation
 

2
Import data from spreadsheets, take advantage of our custom form builder or connect
directly to digital data collection tools via API. Have all your data in one place ready to
track your progress against targets.

Aggregation of results across projects
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Aggregate results of multiple indicators to track cross-program outputs and outcomes,
and get an overview of your organisation’s overall impact.

Seamless reporting and knowledge sharing4
Use our configurable dashboards to visualise your results, contextualize them with
narratives and images, and share them with stakeholders anywhere in the world.

100% transparency across projects
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Access all your project information and deliver evidence-based reporting throughout the
project cycle. Add notes and images, and link supporting documents to provide
centralised knowledge management across your projects and partners. 

A collaborative working space6
All team members and partners, no matter where they are located, can easily share
information and access real-time analyses of the latest project results to make data-
driven decisions.

Easy to use and affordable cloud-based platform7
Designed to fit any program, with packages to suit any budget and no installation
required, our intuitive system is easy to use, regardless of your level of expertise in M&E,
and offers a range of user support materials and services.
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We are multilingual8
We believe in making M&E accessible to everyone and that’s why our platform is
available in English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, German and Vietnamese. Plus, our
global support desk is available to answer all your questions and queries.



Hear more from our users 

Full GDPR
compliance

with all data
hosted in the

EU

Activity
planning and
management

tools

User and
permissions

management 
in your control

 
Seamless IATI
reporting and

publishing

More ways TolaData can help you achieve the most
out of your projects and create data-driven impact 

See TolaData in action

TolaData is an
excellent monitoring

visualisation tool.
 

TolaData makes my 
life so much easier.
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Manage both

qualitative and
quantitative
indicators

http://toladata.com/client-testimonials/
https://youtu.be/5O3JYJT3wH4
https://youtu.be/5O3JYJT3wH4


TolaData is a committed team of passionate development professionals,
M&E experts and digital innovators, working from Berlin and Nairobi to

deliver simple and effective Monitoring and Evaluation solutions to the not-
for-profit sector to empower them to create positive change. 

 
Our client base is diverse and includes NGOs, public sector and multilateral
agencies, social welfare organisations, international cooperation projects,

foundations, social enterprises and anyone who is willing to harness
technology to make a difference. 

 
We’re on a mission to help organisations thrive and create the change they

want to see in the world and we couldn’t be more thrilled. 
 

A digital tool for organisations 
to create positive impact
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Does TolaData sound right for your organisation? 
Contact us for a live demo.

info@toladata.com

https://www.facebook.com/toladata
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCala_GmlWtE7vpI_g51OgjQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/toladata
https://twitter.com/home
mailto:info@toladata.com

